Wagon train youtube

Wed, Oct 1, 60 mins. Adams, Wooster and Hawks go out looking for a good time in San
Francisco but end up shanghaied on a schooner bound for New Orleans by way of South
America. Wed, Oct 8, 60 mins. Young Mexican Juan Ortega nurses an injured man back to
health, only to learn that the man was part of the gang that lynched his father. Adams: Ward
Bond. Flint: Robert Horton. Thornton: Robert F. Jarvis: Robert Osterloh. Alicia: Lillian Bronson.
Edwards: Vic Perrin. Wed, Oct 15, 60 mins. Beautiful Jennifer Churchill joins the wagon train to
escape from her father and an undesirable marriage. Fred: Andy Clyde. Churchill: Paul Maxey.
Palmer: Maurice Hugo. Ned: Eddy Waller. Bounty Hunter: Henry Corden. Hawks: Terry Wilson.
Wed, Oct 22, 60 mins. Ferguson: Harry Von Zell. Martha: June Clayworth. Alf: Peter Breck.
Folson: Morris Ankrum. Tue, Oct 28, 60 mins. Liam Fitzmorgan, searching for an Irish traitor,
learns that the man is traveling with Adams' group. Grady: Rhys Williams. Laura: Audrey
Dalton. Dermoth: David Leland. Carney: Terence de Marney. Sat, Nov 15, 60 mins. Carol
Willoughby gets an ultimatum from an Indian tribe: cure the chief or the wagon train will be
attacked. Wooster: Frank McGrath. Grover: Alan Marshal. Simmons: Orville Sherman. Wed, Nov
19, 60 mins. Francis Mason joins the wagon train to meet a man who claims he knows about
Mason's long-lost brother. Wilcox: Chill Wills. Medicine Mark: Lawrence Dobkin. Wed, Nov 26,
60 mins. Flint helps old friend Millie Davis, who's in danger of losing custody of her adopted
daughter Evelyn Rudie. Winton: Eleanor Audley. Sykes: Whit Bissell. Wed, Dec 3, 60 mins.
Thieves prey on a samurai and his servant who are on their way to San Francisco. Ito: Sessue
Hayakawa. McCullough: Robert Horton. Wed, Dec 10, 60 mins. An argument prompts Flint to
leave the wagon train and to sign on as the marshal of Tent City. Goldie: Audrey Totter.
Hardisty: Wayne Morris. Jeffers: Slim Pickens. Wed, Dec 17, 60 mins. The owner of the largest
ranch in the territory refuses to allow the wagon train to cross her land. Wed, Dec 24, 60 mins.
Orphan Mary Ellen Thomas finds herself ostracized because of her unhappy disposition. Sally:
Jenny Hecht. Mayhew: Dick Cutting. Mayhew: Claudia Bryar. Jenkins: Vernon Rich. Wed, Dec
31, 60 mins. Adams entrusts the emergency fund to a couple of travelers and sends them to buy
horses, but he soon regrets his decision when one of their riderless mounts returns to the
wagon train. Wed, Jan 7, 60 mins. Kitty Angel, ostracized by the wives because of her
reputation, befriends an orphaned Indian baby. Kitty: Anne Baxter. Finch: Henry Hull. Cassie:
Vivi Janiss. Sairey: Kathleen Freeman. Holden: Ben Morris. Hogg: David Leland. Wed, Jan 14, 60
mins. Flint precedes the wagon train into Fort Bridger and runs into his sworn enemy, Col. Jase
Taylor Everett Sloane. Jean: Rebecca Welles. Abbot: Charles Cooper. Bridger: Theodore
Newton. Yates: Milton Frome. Hayes: Logan Field. Wed, Jan 21, 60 mins. Hunter Malloy is
confounded: just as he was about to rob a passenger, he discovered gold. Burke: Terence de
Marney. Garner: Troy Donahue. Wed, Jan 28, 60 mins. The sheriff of Bitter Springs won't let the
Ramseys join the settlement until they give up their adopted son, a black. Courtney: Stephen
McNally. Ramsey: John Larch. Leona: Kay Stewart. Wed, Feb 4, 60 mins. Bette Davis stars as
Ella Lindstrom, who's widowed and left with seven children. Inga: Cindy Robbins. Fitzpatrick:
Robert Fuller. Monroe: Alex Gerry. Bartender: Norman Leavitt. Stig: Harold Daye. Wed, Feb 11,
60 mins. Flint finds a survivor of an Indian attack, but no one on the wagon train trusts the man
and everyone fears him. Ellen: Judi Meredith. Emerson: Damian O'Flynn. Wentworth: Wilton
Graff. Harris: Max Hartman. Kennedy: Valerie Mitchell. Wed, Feb 18, 60 mins. Flint is escorting
the Lerners to a settlement when they're joined by a bandit disguised as a wanderer.
Charvanaugh: J. Carrol Naish. Helen: Dorothy Green. Sybil: Bernadette Withers. Duane: Ricky
Klein. Squirrel: L. Tucknis: Jeff Daley. Sump: Mickey Finn. Wed, Feb 25, 60 mins. Annie Griffith
finds Flint wounded by Indians in the mountains. She nurses him back to healthplanning to turn
him over to the Indians in the hope that they might help her get back to civilization. Annie: Jan
Sterling. Cleve Colter: John Dehner. Old Man: Clem Bevans. Blade Griffith: Robert Anderson.
Mert Gunner: Michael Bachus. Wed, Mar 4, 60 mins. Brian Donlevy plays Jasper Cato, a
passenger who arouses Adams' suspicion. Collins: Allen Case. Wed, Mar 11, 60 mins. A
member of the wagon train falls in love with Vivian Carter, oblivious to the fact that she's going
West to meet her fiance. Webb: Lorne Greene. Johnson: Patric Knowles. Freda: Mari Aldon.
Wed, Mar 18, 60 mins. Conchita Vasquez, a pretty Spanish-Indian girl, lures Flint into a trap so
that her people can hold him for ransom. Conchita: Anna Maria Alberghetti. Carlos Soldareo:
Carlos Romero. Martha Williams: Joyce Meadows. Dan Jaeger: William Lundmark. Simon
Williams: Alan Reynolds. Wed, Mar 25, 60 mins. Flint temporarily leaves the wagon train to
guide Sister Rita Vera Miles and two other nuns to Nevada, where they plan to start an Indian
school. Juan: Lalo Rios. Sister Monica: Sylvia Marriott. Sister Joseph: Frances Bavier. Lupe:
Frank de Kova. Wed, Apr 1, 60 mins. Quaker Matthew Lowry's convictions are mistaken for
cowardice: he refuses to fight the man who constantly taunts him. Lowry: Richard Anderson.
Otis: John Pickard. Marian: Dorothy Provine. Benjamin: Ronny Anton. Wed, Apr 8, 60 mins. A
kind deed involves Adams in a Native American feud. Swift Cloud: Rafael Campos. Fire Cloud:

Henry Brandon. Cadol: Lee Papell. Peeks: Johnny Washbrook. Harcourt: Alan Baxter. Amos:
Otto Waldis. Wamsutta: Edmund Hashim. Wed, Apr 15, 60 mins. Wagon-train schoolteacher
Vincent Eaglewood insists on nature hikes for his pupilsthough hostile Indians are roaming
nearby. Ericka: Gail Kobe. Denike: Read Morgan. Bryngleson: Guinn Williams. Hennepin: Robert
Eyer. Oma Jean: Karen Sue Trent. Wed, Apr 22, 60 mins. The search for missing artist Claude
Soriano. The only clue: a painting that seems to indicate his life is in danger. Clara: Angie
Dickinson. Claude: Robert Clarke. Sylvio Soriano: Eduardo Ciannelli. Wed, Apr 29, 60 mins.
Escaped convict Duke Lemay joins the wagon trainwith an Eastern lawman on his trail. Sinclair:
Edward Platt. Sarah: Joan Evans. Davey: Terry Kelman. Wed, May 6, 60 mins. Kate Parker offers
to stay with an injured woman until help arrives. But her husband isn't so noble: he wants to kill
the woman for her gold. Parker: Warren Stevens. Evie: Ruta Lee. Finley: Robert Fuller. Wed, May
13, 60 mins. Flint faces a hazardous task: finding another route for the wagons, which are
trapped because of a snow-blocked mountain pass. Steve: Torin Thatcher. Little Steve: Ben
Cooper. Wed, May 20, 60 mins. Wooster takes charge of the wagon train when Adams and Flint
disappear in a blizzard. Loring: Douglas Kennedy. Sarah: Jean Inness. Wilkins: Harry Carey Jr.
Wed, May 27, 60 mins. Adams may pay with his life for an act of mercy: rescuing Jose Maria
Moran, whom the Shoshones left to die. Mary: Audrey Dalton. Jocko: Kim Laughlin. Tim: Tudor
Owen. Salazar: Anthony Caruso. Wed, Jun 3, 60 mins. Dazed by a shooting in which he
accidentally killed one of his parishoners, preacher Hale disappears into the desert. Hale: John
McIntire. Anderson: Jane Darwell. Carth English: James Best. Martha English: Louise Fletcher.
Marilee Hampler: Fintan Meyler. Wed, Jun 10, 60 mins. Rodney Lawrence, a white youth raised
by Indians, is urged by his foster father to join the wagon train and return to his own people.
Ocheo: Frank de Kova. Mandy: Cindy Robbins. Wed, Jun 17, 60 mins. Steele Lee Patrick has
four marriageable daughters and she wants Adams to help her snare men for them. Faith:
Barbara Eiler. Hope: Penny Edwards. Charity: Lori Nelson. Prudence: Diane Jergens.
Dashwood: Dan Tobin. Collingswood: Claude Jarman. Wed, Jun 24, 60 mins. An accident
threatens Phoebe Tannen with blindness and Adams agrees to help locate her mother in San
Francisco. Barclay: Chuck Henderson. Malvin: William Hunt. Malvin: Jean Harvey. Sacramento
Doctor: Howard Wright. San Francisco Doctor: Robert J. Live TV. New This Month. What's New
to Stream in February. More TV Picks. Wagon Train Season 2 Episodes. Season 2 Episode
Guide Season 2. Where to Watch. Episode 2 The Juan Ortega Story Wed, Oct 8, 60 mins Young
Mexican Juan Ortega nurses an injured man back to health, only to learn that the man was part
of the gang that lynched his father. Episode 3 The Jennifer Churchill Story Wed, Oct 15, 60 mins
Beautiful Jennifer Churchill joins the wagon train to escape from her father and an undesirable
marriage. Episode 6 The Dr. Willoughby Story Sat, Nov 15, 60 mins Dr. Episode 11 The Beauty
Jamison Story Wed, Dec 17, 60 mins The owner of the largest ranch in the territory refuses to
allow the wagon train to cross her land. Episode 13 The Dick Richardson Story Wed, Dec 31, 60
mins Adams entrusts the emergency fund to a couple of travelers and sends them to buy
horses, but he soon regrets his decision when one of their riderless mounts returns to the
wagon train. Episode 19 The Last Man Wed, Feb 11, 60 mins Flint finds a survivor of an Indian
attack, but no one on the wagon train trusts the man and everyone fears him. Episode 20 The
Old Man Charvanaugh Story Wed, Feb 18, 60 mins Flint is escorting the Lerners to a settlement
when they're joined by a bandit disguised as a wanderer. Episode 23 The Vivian Carter Story
Wed, Mar 11, 60 mins A member of the wagon train falls in love with Vivian Carter, oblivious to
the fact that she's going West to meet her fiance. Episode 26 The Matthew Lowry Story Wed,
Apr 1, 60 mins Quaker Matthew Lowry's convictions are mistaken for cowardice: he refuses to
fight the man who constantly taunts him. Episode 28 The Vincent Eaglewood Story Wed, Apr 15,
60 mins Wagon-train schoolteacher Vincent Eaglewood insists on nature hikes for his
pupilsthough hostile Indians are roaming nearby. Episode 32 The Steve Camden Story Wed,
May 13, 60 mins Flint faces a hazardous task: finding another route for the wagons, which are
trapped because of a snow-blocked mountain pass. Episode 35 The Andrew Hale Story Wed,
Jun 3, 60 mins Dazed by a shooting in which he accidentally killed one of his parishoners,
preacher Hale disappears into the desert. Episode 36 The Rodney Lawrence Story Wed, Jun 10,
60 mins Rodney Lawrence, a white youth raised by Indians, is urged by his foster father to join
the wagon train and return to his own people. Thu, Sep 7, 60 mins. If wagon master Chris Hale
hires Capt. Grey Cloud: Paul Comi. Hale: John McIntire. Wooster: Frank McGrath. Wed, Oct 4, 60
mins. Poor sanitation habits among the travelers are causing more than perfunctory concern for
nurse Kitty Allbright Polly Bergen. Lettie: Jocelyn Brando. Flint: Robert Horton. Hawks: Terry
Wilson. Barney: Morgan Woodward. Wed, Oct 11, 60 mins. The driver of an all-woman wagon
train refuses to join up with Flint, but insists that he come with her. Bessie: Nora Marlowe. Willa
Mae: Renee Godfrey. Frazer: Russ Conway. Agnes: Juney Ellis. Wed, Oct 18, 60 mins. A woman
bounty hunter tries to arrest Will Cotrell, the leader of a group of pacifists traveling with the

wagon train. Cotrell: Claude Akins. Matt: Billy Hughes. Wed, Oct 25, 60 mins. Hale rescues
Clementine Jones after the citizens of Cinnebar throw her out of town as an undesirable. Willie:
Dick York. Homer: Roger Mobley. Gip: Nestor Paiva. Mayor: Willard Waterman. Wed, Nov 1, 60
mins. Hale brings a wanderer Carolyn Jones to the wagon train, unaware she's a fugitive from a
mental institution. Miller: John Lupton. Linders: Charles Briggs. Wed, Nov 8, 60 mins. A
deathbed wish, Flint's foster mother sends him to find her son Artie, who Flint has struggled to
get along with. When Flint finds him, he's been questionably elected mayor. Wed, Nov 15, 60
mins. Some of the travelers' luggage has disappearedand many suspect that Duke's the thief.
Mark: Brandon de Wilde. Miner: Michael Burns. Duke: Scott Miller. Wed, Nov 22, 60 mins. Lord
Bruce Saybrook takes his family out on a hunting trip hoping to repair his relationships. They
learn more about each other than expected. Wed, Dec 6, 60 mins. Lizabeth Calhoun threatens to
ruin an old friendship when she starts flirting with both Hawks and Duke. Harper: Richard
Crane. Hanley: Raymond Bailey. El Ladron: Peter Whitney. Wed, Dec 13, 60 mins. Flint is
banished when Hale finds him guilty of horse theft. Upton: Nick Adams. Madge: Jeanne Cooper.
Oakes: Myron Healey. Wed, Dec 20, 60 mins. Hale is upset when Bettina May's pampered brood
join the trainhe's afraid they can't endure the going. Bettina: Bette Davis. Gene: Ron Hayes.
Nathan: Joby Baker. Wed, Dec 27, 60 mins. The wagon train is faced with a dire meat shortage,
but Wooster can't bring himself to kill a pet buffalo. Sherman: Harry Von Zell. Sherman: Lenore
Kingston. Sonny: Mike McGreevey. Seidell: Nora Marlowe. Wed, Jan 3, 60 mins. Flint checks on
rumors that legendary lawman Martin Onyx, reported dead, is very much alive. Giddings: Jack
Albertson. Bales: Sam Edwards. Breck: Rhys Williams. Aggie: Tamar Cooper. Terran: David
Leland. First Killer: Sherwood Price. Second Killer: Morgan Woodward. Wed, Jan 10, 60 mins.
An orphan holds a grudge against other young people on the train because they all have
families. Janey: Anne Helm. Cutler: Alice Frost. Wed, Jan 17, 60 mins. A newcomer to the wagon
train objects to the trail Hale proposesbecause his family died while traveling it years ago.
Redman: Lin McCarthy. Andrews: Arch Johnson. Ruth: Barbara Eiler. Agnes: Amzie Strickland.
Wed, Jan 24, 60 mins. Duke finds himself duped by a con man Franchot Tone disguised as a
preacher. Martha: Irene Ryan. Gresham: Wally Brown. Standish: Stevan Darrell. Leona: Fern
Barry. Wed, Jan 31, 60 mins. A boy is unable to talk after witnessing his father's murder.
Denker: Theodore Bikel. Billy: Michael Burns. Beaufort: George Keymas. Blair: James Lydon.
Wed, Feb 7, 60 mins. Cowboy Lonnie Fallon is in love with Kathy Jenningsbut her strict father
forbids the relationship. Kathy: Lynn Loring. Jennings: Frank Overton. Kirby: Alan Hale. Wed,
Feb 14, 60 mins. Jeff Hartfield, hearing about a cache of stolen money, runs away from the
wagon train. Jeff: Jack Chaplain. Brewster: Robert Mobley. Adams: Dennis Rush. Wed, Feb 21,
60 mins. Judge Clay's reputation for harsh sentencing makes him an unwelcome guest on the
wagon train. Clay: Claude Raines. Cole: Fred Beir. Frances: Maggie Pierce. Ethan: Peter Helm.
Margaret: Frances Reid. Lathrop: Jack Mather. Wed, Feb 28, 60 mins. Hale is ambushed by a
cavalry patrol whose sergeant believes in shooting first, questioning later. Burton: Dean Jones.
Maitland: Ray Stricklyn. Timpkins: Ray Baumann. Susan: Jenny Maxwell. Wed, Mar 7, 60 mins.
Duke breaks his ankle while guiding an advance party to its gold claimand the group abandons
him in a cabin. Shutup: Dick York. Muskie: R. Wed, Mar 14, 60 mins. Amos Billings tries to
persuade the wagon train to follow a new road he blasted out of a canyon. Gabe: Jon Locke.
Anders: Dennis Patrick. Calso: Gregg Palmer. Keenan: John Zaremba. Wed, Mar 21, 60 mins.
Jethro Creech, a stern disciplinarian, disapproves of the growing romance between his
daughter and a teacher. Crofoot: Robert Culp. Ruth: Joyce Taylor. McCullough: Robert Horton.
Wed, Mar 28, 60 mins. A politician thinks he has found a perfect ally for conning the public: an
Indian medicine man run out by his tribe. Running Bear: Frank de Kova. Hogan: Harry Carey Jr.
Haynes: Douglas Jones. Wed, Apr 4, 60 mins. Otto Burger is determined to cross a
swampdespite Indian warnings that evil spirits inhabit the area. Joshua: Philip Bourneuf. Harris:
Richard Cutting. Wed, Apr 11, 60 mins. James Drury plays a bridegroom in trouble: his wife's
former suitor has joined the wagon train and hopes to steal the bride. Helen: Diana Millay.
Dorty: Robert Colbert. Shag: Ray Teal. Wed, Apr 18, 60 mins. Chris Hale is traveling to to see his
brother Leviwho's about to be released from prison. Wed, Apr 25, 60 mins. Wagoners find Ben
Morrell and his son very antisocial: the two can't even tolerate each other. Terry: David Ladd.
Letty: Vivi Janiss. Morse: Paul Langton. Wed, May 2, 60 mins. Gunman Jud Steele and his pal
want fresh horsesbut Hawks refuses to consider a deal with them. Ursula: Mary La Roche.
Thomas: Robert J. Forge: Arthur Franz. Steele: Edward Binns. Wed, May 9, 60 mins. A
Frenchman arouses strongand polarizedemotions among the wagoners: men distrust him,
women adore him. Mary: Anne Jeffreys. Ginny: Carole Wells. Martha: Jocelyn Brando. Lane:
Whit Bissell. Waring: Joe Maross. Wed, May 16, 60 mins. Flint happens to learn the whereabouts
of a man he's been hunting for yearsto kill. Nancy: Lory Patrick. Andrews: Keith Richards.
Loretta: Cloris Leachman. Wed, May 23, 60 mins. Duke's resemblance to gambler Jason Carter

makes him the target for a murderer's bullet. Frank: Albert Salmi. Marty: Frances Reid. Martha:
Gloria Talbott. Wed, May 30, 60 mins. White settlers' attempts to take over Indian land are met
by legal barriersand an Indian lawyer. Turnbull: Henry Silva. Thorne: Warren Stevens. Solomon:
Steven Geray. Gingle: Dayton Lummis. Wed, Jun 6, 60 mins. An Indian scout wants Duke to help
him establish a welfare program in his district. Chief Two Arrows: Ron Soble. Jessica: Barbara
Woodell. Riatt: Art Lund. Wed, Jun 13, 60 mins. The wagon drive is nearing an endjust as Hale
becomes involved with an upstanding widow. Heather: Jane Wyatt. Mother O'Hara: Nellie Burt.
Breckenridge: John Emery. Jamison: Cyril Delevanti. Waterbury: Harry Holcombe. Live TV. New
This Month. What's New to Stream in February. More TV Picks. Wagon Train Season 5 Episodes.
Season 5 Episode Guide Season 5. Where to Watch. Episode 3 The Maud Frazer Story Wed, Oct
11, 60 mins The driver of an all-woman wagon train refuses to join up with Flint, but insists that
he come with her. Episode 4 The Selena Hartnell Story Wed, Oct 18, 60 mins A woman bounty
hunter tries to arrest Will Cotrell, the leader of a group of pacifists traveling with the wagon
train. Episode 13 Clyde Wed, Dec 27, 60 mins The wagon train is faced with a dire meat
shortage, but Wooster can't bring himself to kill a pet buffalo. Episode 15 The Dick Pederson
Story Wed, Jan 10, 60 mins An orphan holds a grudge against other young people on the train
because they all have families. Episode 16 The Hobie Redman Story Wed, Jan 17, 60 mins A
newcomer to the wagon train objects to the trail Hale proposesbecause his family died while
traveling it years ago. Episode 18 The Dr. Denker Story Wed, Jan 31, 60 mins A boy is unable to
talk after witnessing his father's murder. Episode 21 The Daniel Clay Story Wed, Feb 21, 60 mins
Judge Clay's reputation for harsh sentencing makes him an unwelcome guest on the wagon
train. Episode 22 The Lieutenant Burton Story Wed, Feb 28, 60 mins Hale is ambushed by a
cavalry patrol whose sergeant believes in shooting first, questioning later. Episode 23 The
Charlie Shutup Story Wed, Mar 7, 60 mins Duke breaks his ankle while guiding an advance party
to its gold claimand the group abandons him in a cabin. Episode 24 The Amos Billings Story
Wed, Mar 14, 60 mins Amos Billings tries to persuade the wagon train to follow a new road he
blasted out of a canyon. Episode 25 The Baylor Crofoot Story Wed, Mar 21, 60 mins Jethro
Creech, a stern disciplinarian, disapproves of the growing romance between his daughter and a
teacher. Episode 26 The George B. Hanrahan Story Wed, Mar 28, 60 mins A politician thinks he
has found a perfect ally for conning the public: an Indian medicine man run out by his tribe.
Episode 27 Swamp Devil Wed, Apr 4, 60 mins Otto Burger is determined to cross a
swampdespite Indian warnings that evil spirits inhabit the area. Episode 28 The Cole Crawford
Story Wed, Apr 11, 60 mins James Drury plays a bridegroom in trouble: his wife's former suitor
has joined the wagon train and hopes to steal the bride. Episode 32 The Mary Beckett Story
Wed, May 9, 60 mins A Frenchman arouses strongand polarizedemotions among the wagoners:
men distrust him, women adore him. Episode 33 The Nancy Davis Story Wed, May 16, 60 mins
Flint happens to learn the whereabouts of a man he's been hunting for yearsto kill. Episode 37
The Heather Mahoney Story Wed, Jun 13, 60 mins The wagon drive is nearing an endjust as
Hale becomes involved with an upstanding widow. Welcome to MeTV! Find your local MeTV
station. Where to watch. See when your favorite shows are on. See schedule. Personalize MeTV.
Free sign-up. Shop your favorite shows in the MeTV Store. Shop Now. A young servant girl has
attended to them all in isolation. One of the women on the train has an idea about the cause but
no one wants to listen. Charlie is determined to find a home for the four together and even
proposes to a spinster who wants the boys but turns him down so he looks for a husband for
her. The family joins the wagon train, and after Juana's brother Felipe is mauled by a cat, the old
world is pitted against the new world of medicine. Nancy Reagan made her final acting
appearance in this Wagon Train episode. Famously kind, Barbara Stanwyck could be as
ruthless as her most dramatic characters. View More. Which classic western show would you
want to be on? Which of these classic TV westerns came first? Can you answer real Jeopardy!
Can you match these saloons to the correct Western show? James Drury, star of The Virginian.
Can you guess these TV westerns from picture puzzles? Can you recognize these classic TV
elders in their younger days? Can you guess the show by how it named each episode? The
same actor replaced the stars of two different TV westerns after their untimely deaths. How well
do you know Old West slang? A look back at the early TV career of Peter Fonda. Can you spot
the one thing wrong in these Wagon Train scenes? Try to guess the classic TV western from its
comic book adaptation. Adams offers him a job on the wagon train, provided that he can stay
sober. Remind Me. Ep 3: The John Cameron Story The husband of a much younger woman
grows jealous of her flirtatious ways. Ep 4: The Ruth Owens Story A woman's brother kills a
man who made a derogatory remark about her, only to discover later that the remark was true.
Ep 7: The Emily Rossiter Story When her husband gets killed on the way to California, Emily
Rossiter quickly re-marries in order to provide stability for her daughter. Unbeknownst to Emily,
her new husband is a ruthless outlaw. Ep 8: The John Darro Story A couple on the train try to

keep the husband's past from their son, but a tramp threatens to expose the secret. Ep 9: The
Charles Avery Story Flint suspects that an Army officer has an ulterior motive while
accompanying him to deliver a peace treaty to a once hostile Native American chief. Could a
wounded young man picked up by the train be him? During a stopover, Zeke sees his first
wifeâ€”who he thought had died. Ep The Clara Beauchamp Story A cavalry colonel's wife tries
to foment a war with Native Americans as part of a convoluted scheme to get her husband
promoted and transferred back east. Ep The Julia Gage Story Julia Gage is an independent
woman who refuses to admit that she needs a man's help to drive her wagon. Major Adams
persuades the shy Tobe Cannon to give her a hand anyway. Flint and another passenger tend to
his injuries; however, the other passenger has a hidden motiveâ€”he wants the location of a
gold mine and thinks Grundy knows it. Bob and Jesse Cowan return from the war to find their
family dead, and the Beals a part of the wagon train. Vengeance is just the start of what Major
Adams must now deal with. Ep The Gabe Carswell Story Gabe Carswell wants his son to join
the whites because of what he sees coming for the indians. When his son refuses he takes him
to the wagon train heading for California, but the Arapaho are getting set to attack. Ep The
Honorable Don Charlie Story During a stopover in the town of adobe flats, a local lothario puts
the moves on a female passenger. Just wanting to get to San Francisco, her latest one involves
someone who sells Army guns to the indians, and Flint finds himself right in the middle of it.
The wagon trains going to California have had a hard time dealing with their different customs.
Can Major Adams' be any different? When Major Adams recognizes him on the trail, he asks his
wife to join his wagon train even though there is plenty of anti-indian sentiment afloat. However,
the son turns it all down to honor his Cheyenne heritage when his mother dies. To make matters
worse, in his son's eyes, Hanford had sent for a woman he briefly knew to replace his mother
before she had died. Bernal is suspicious of Casey, his brothers and Perdita over missing gold.
When she gets mixed up with the wrong man, she strings along a boy on the train in order to
make him jealous, playing one man's love against another's. Because he doesn't feel that he
found happiness in Boston, where he grew up, he tries out west, under the watchful eye of a
small tribe of Crow. He soon discovers the husband is refusing his wife the care of a midwife
and must determine why before it's too late. Ep The Sally Potter Story Sally Potter hitches a ride
on the wagon train and finds that being pretty helps and hurts her. Someone she knew catches
up to the train and wants to remind her of who she is and where she came from, possibly
ruining what she wants for her future. Ep The Daniel Barrister Story Faith is tested when a
man's wife is injured and he refuses to let her receive medical aid. When Flint rides to the
nearest town to get a doctor, he finds they have their own problems: a smallpox epidemic.
When Adams is seriously wounded saving Hawks's life he must struggle to survive, while
dreaming of the girl he left behind. But happiness doesn't always come easy, as a sinister rival
and a dark secret attest. Ep The Charles Maury Story Adams becomes suspicious of a soldier
who's supposedly providing protection for the wagon train from bandits. He remembers how
they met and the circumstances bringing them west. When his friend's home is threatened, he
learns that removing his firearm may be the key to resolving the situation. His odd sense of
humor is noticed right away, but when he saves the major's life it is forgotten. That is, until he
kills someone else and the real reason he joined up is revealed. They were part of a massacre
that almost cost them their lives, and cost one man his sanity. When the train desperately needs
horses, she may be the only one able to make the dangerous journey to buy them. As trouble
escalates one passenger with a noticeable limp, John Wilbot, is accused of being John Wilkes
Booth, who many believe to still be alive. When three water holes are dry or poisoned, Fort
Paiute seems their only hope but he has to make it back to the wagon train on foot and the only
other man who knows the way is believed to be a deserter. Ep The Sacramento Story At the end
of a long journey, lives were lost. Some made it with their dreams intact. Flint tries to help one
of the passengers and almost bites off too much. Politics are involved as well as unsolicited
trips to the Far East. Ep Around the Horn Planning to sail to Boston, the Major, Hawks and
Charlie are instead shanghaied to New Orleans where they meet a Captain who has different
ideas on raising his child and running a ship. Joining the wagon train, he comes across one of
the three, tortured by Indians. He nurses him back to health but only under the guise of looking
for the other two killers. Ep The Jennifer Churchill Story Jennifer Churchill, pampered all her
life, runs away from a smothering lifestyle and pending marriage to join the wagon train. With
bounty hunters on her heels, she finds Flint, a man who she wants but doesn't want her. But
Tobias is in trouble because of his drinking, and things get worse when he's accused of murder.
Ep The Liam Fitzmorgan Story Liam Fitzmorgan has come from Ireland on a mission to kill an
informer he believes is traveling with the train. However, his mission is complicated when he
falls in love with his target's daughter. Ep The Doctor Willoughby Story Concerned by one of the
passengers on the wagon train, a woman doctor tries to help even though she's hampered by

the fact that everyone shuns her. Later, an indian chief needs doctoring, but he and his tribe
don't believe in female medicine men either. What he finds is not what he expected. Eight years
later the girl's grandmother arrives to retrieve her. But Millie doesn't want to give up the child,
so she claims that she and Flint are the parents. He learns one of the men plans on committing
hara kiri while others on the train have designs on a black box they suspect may contain
precious gems. Ep The Tent City Story When a member of the train is placed in chains after
breaking indian law by killing a buffalo, Major Adams quarrels with Flint, who quits and takes a
job at nearby Tent City. White Eagle discovers the dead buffalo and demands justice. Ep The
Mary Ellen Thomas Story Mary Ellen is an orphan traveling west to join family; members of the
train reject her due to her surly disposition. Her only friend is Sally Mayhew, another girl
traveling west with her family dying of consumption. Ep The Dick Richardson Story When the
wagon horses start to die of a disease, Adams is forced to send two feuding men to buy new
horses with his emergency money. Two horses return, but with only one man, leading Adams to
wonder whether he made a mistake. When Flint returns to the train toting a sick indian baby,
she has everyone's prejudices to deal with as well as the baby's life-threatening illness. When
he finds out that he won't be seeing any action on the battlefield, it may be too late for him and
the girl he loves. Ep The Hunter Malloy Story Hunter Malloy and his partner get jobs as drivers
on the wagon train as part of their plan to rob the boss. Striking gold instead while stopping to
repair their wagons, the fever is high as some stop to strike it rich and uncover more than just a
few nuggets. When settlers from the South want to live there, he accuses them of enslaving a
black child, but his reasons for keeping them from the town go much deeper than that. With her
seven children she decides to stay the course against the wishes of Major Adams. It gets more
complicated when she thinks she is expecting number eight. Ep The Last Man Scouting for a
better pass, Flint finds a mountain man, hungry and half out of his mind. With no memory, his
strange behavior may endanger the entire wagon train, especially when everyone begins to
think they know who he is. When they meet an old man with a wagonload of uncured buffalo
skins he's trying to sell, they invite him along as he appears friendly enough. But Flint feels he's
too friendly. Ep The Annie Griffith Story Flint, seeking safe passage through the mountains, is
shot and dragged into a cabin. Nursed back to health, his savior finds out that the man who
shot Flint was her husband, and Flint had to kill him or be killed. Ep The Jasper Cato Story
Wanting a safe escort through indian country, a stranger rides upon the wagon train. After
telling the major his reasons for being there, the truth is soon uncovered and it causes two men
to change their lifelong habits. Ep The Vivian Carter Story Getting set to leave the wagon train,
Vivian Carter finds out that a friend from the train is heading off to a new life and marriage. Ep
The Conchita Vasquez Story Suspecting a hurt girl he finds on the trail is part of a group of
bandits, Flint cautiously helps her. He soon learns that she is all he suspects, but when her
guardian is killed Flint becomes her only protection. Ep The Sister Rita Story Leaving the safety
of their village, a group of nuns sets out to help indians at a mission. Now Flint must help them
fight off some Ute indians who don't take kindly to the nuns' presence. Riding upon some
cholera-sick wagons in a pass, they find out who he really is and why he has been acting this
way. Adams is shocked to learn that Swift Cloud's condition is the result of a vicious attack by a
half-breed. The chief sends his son with the wagon train to go see a city doctor who might be
able to help. When he offers to teach school to pay his passage, all goes well until he is kicked
off the train and the kids go looking for himâ€”and they are near an indian camp. But finding
him could lead to trouble, as one of his missing paintings depicting a heinous crime may
implicate some of the locals. When a deputy shows up to arrest him and is killed, Flint is asked
to escort him to the nearest fort for trial but he does all he can to prolong the journey. Ep The
Kate Parker Story The wagon train pushes ahead after one of the passengers has an accident.
With only a wagon between two couples, someone decides to leave with money including some
gold coins. They have an accident and the storm's only getting worse. Ep The Steve Campden
Story Flint must find a way to get the wagon train around a snow-covered pass. On a scouting
trek, he meets a father and son who are willing to help him, but they want to hike up the
mountain. The adventure ahead has surprises for them all. Ep Chuck Wooster, Wagonmaster
When a big snow halts the train, several of the men disappear mysteriously. Back at the wagon
train they find he is not who he appears to be. The mystery deepens as the Shoshonees, who
hung him there, are still after him and getting closer. He doesn't remember his name but when
he's recognized by one of the other passengers, he remembers not just his name but the faith
he thought he lost as well. Ep The Rodney Lawrence Story After his parents are killed by whites,
a boy is raised by a lone indian. Years later, when the wagon train stops nearby, the indian tells
the young man to join his people. But his previous experience with the train make him hesitate.
Ep The Steele Family Nearing the end of their trip, a mother with four beautiful daughters, all of
marrying age, meets the wagon train full of men who are either the same or wanting to be, and

not even the Major is off limits. Ep The Jenny Tannen Story A young girl is injured while on the
way to San Francisco to find her famous mother, who abandoned her as a baby. The crew helps
the girl with her encroaching blindness and finds her mother, who has her own problems. Louis
by stagecoach except for Flint, until he becomes the driver to help a friend. They are forced to
take a detour through Mexico by other passengers. Ep The Greenhorn Story During any wagon
train trip, the challenges and losses faced turn the greenhorn into a seasoned veteran. Ep The
C. Harding Story A reporter has joined the wagon train. When the Major finds out he is a she, he
has his hands full, especially when curiosity jeopardizes everyone's safety and their right to
vote. He takes the body to the sheriff who identifies the man as the youngest Zamora brother.
He feels duty-bound to kill the murderer. When her real purpose becomes known, all the
females want her gone but her worth shows itself before that can happen. Ep The Felizia
Kingdom Story Tough as nails Felizia Kingdom controls an enormous amount of land by force,
and no one is good enough to inherit the responsibility. When Flint handles her henchmen with
ease, she decides he's the man for the job. Cappy's daughter granted custody of Tuck to his
uncle, but as their parting nears Cappy finds he is reluctant to let Tuck go. With prospects none
too good he comes upon a hidden paradise, green and lush and offering far more than he
expected. He joins the wagon train but causes the Major problems as the husbands are
complaining about the man's salacious ways. Ep The St. Nicholas Story As Christmas Eve
approaches, the wagon train encounters a happy time, the perils that go with hostile indians
and a little lost boy who may have already been captured by those same hostiles. After a Sioux
brave wounds Flint, he saves himself by shooting the brave. A white woman who doesn't speak
and lives with four wolves finds and treats Flint. Ep The Lita Foladaire Story Never having met
Lita Foladaire, Major Adams learns a lot about her past, the town she grew up in, the people
who loved her and, most importantly, what happened to her surrounded by those same people.
He finds out that Mrs. Harris is dead and that her husband swears to wipe out all Indians
including Lewis, who leads the Comanche and his mother, Princess. Needing fresh horses after
a cougar attack, she is reluctant to say why she would rather pay top dollar for the Major's
horses rather than ride back into town. The catch is that the boy is in jail, awaiting trial for
armed robbery. Ep The Clayton Tucker Story Taking a dangerous route through the desert to
join up with the wagon train, a small band of settlers takes a turn for the worse when they lose
the scout leading them and then can't agree on how to proceed. Ep The Benjamin Burns Story
One dry water hole is normal but when the wagon train has two to worry about, Flint and Ben
Burns lead a party to find a legend only indians speak of, Shining Water. Troubles await them
but the worst may be a too-green city boy. When Laurie announces she is pregnant, Ricky is
less than happy as he feels she has just made their lives more complicated, especially where it
concerns his needs. Ep The Tom Tuckett Story Ever since he was young, Tom Tuckett has been
sent to good schools and looked after by an unknown benefactor. When he joins the wagon
train, Tuckett sets out to discover who the mysterious benefactor isâ€”and is shocked when the
individual's identity is reveal. When Tracy Sadler joins the wagon train his beliefs are altered
when he slowly and painfully learns the truth about his father's past. As some of the men were
previously thrown off the wagon train, their unfriendliness is certain unless he can help them
find the lost treasure of Montezuma. Ep The Christine Elliot Story Her father on his deathbed,
Christine Elliot decides to fulfill his dream of a boys school and joins the wagon train. However,
one man is determined to stop her unless he collects his pound of flesh. When he meets an
innocent woman in the group who has an inheritance waiting for her, he shows other skills
besides being just a schoolteacherâ€”and her mother is wary. With renegades in the area, he
soon discovers how spoiled Maggie really is, but they still manage to make it back in one piece.
Ep The Jonas Murdock Story Out of meat and low on food, the wagon train must not kill any
wildlife or all will face the wrath of local indians. The one holdout is Jonas Murdoch, who has
always lived outside the rules and doesn't consider a rabbit an issue. What he doesn't know is
the locals are shanghaiing strangers for slave labor in a mine and no one on the train knows
where he went. Ep Trial for Murder: Part 1 When an esteemed member of the wagon train is
found dead, Adams needs to prevent mob rule and make sure a lawful trial takes place. The
accused is not well liked and found passed out with the rifle used in the murder. But is he the
killer? Ep Trial for Murder: Part 2 When the deceased's wife arrives, the people on the wagon
train learn that the murdered man has a dark past, and this could be a case of Cain and
Abelâ€”or perhaps someone in the dead-man's past came home-to-roost. Ep The Countess
Baranof Story Countess Baranof is desperate to get to Alaska to claim her family fortune, and
with no horses she applies her considerable charms on Flint. But she's not the one Flint should
worry about, as her bodyguard has a more sinister agenda. Ep The Dick Jarvis Story A boy hurt
in a crippling accident and his domineering mother meet a runaway boy, who she feels is
making her son do things outside his capabilities. Another accident reveals something

unexpected because it may pit two friends against each other. Ep The Dr. Swift Cloud Story
Thinking he is not welcome by the white man or his people, an educated Chiracua indian
returns to find prejudices among both of groups and must find a way to overcome it before it is
too late. Turned over to the wagon train by some friendly Chiracawa indians, they slowly
discover his identity and learn there are Apaches on the warpath and nearby. Ep The Charlene
Brenton Story A baby girl sure has a rough start when she arrives on the stage with her dead
mother. Plague is what people think killed her and then Charlie Wooster steps in to try to
helpâ€”and, well, you can imagine where it goes from there. Her new driver says he owns a
bank and a pig. The ride west reveals another side of him, one that takes at least the pig to
change both heart and mind. Ep The Shadrack Bennington Story Shadrack Bennington has
been a cavalier of the open road, not wanting to be tied down until he joins the wagon train,
heading for San Francisco and a future even he couldn't anticipate. Ep Wagons Ho! While
preparing to return to St. Joseph, the men read the story "Wagon Ho" written and printed by
Samuel T. Evans about his trip as a naive young Irishman headed west and his experiences and
adventure on the trail. His trading skills allow him to steal the crew and vendors from Adams,
but when Adams confronts him with the decisions he must make on the trail, there are second
thoughts. Ep The Albert Farnsworth Story Arrogant British Colonel Albert Farnsworth causes an
indian attack that results in the capture of a young girl by the Cheyenne and the mortal
wounding of his long time aide. Ep The Allison Justis Story When someone yells horse thief,
Flint shoots a man only to find he is the husband of a childhood friend. Flint learns the man is
mayor and highly respected. The question of whether he killed an innocent man bothers him
and the man's son. They run into trouble with Mexician bandits lead by Lee Marvin. When the
two groups must band together to fight off an indian attack, certain biases and assumptions are
thrown away. Ep The Princess of a Lost Tribe Ordered by Major Adams to guide three
passengers to a campsite up a haunted mountain, Flint does so but with caution: rumors that an
escaped group of Aztecs now live there, almost years after Cortez wiped them all out. Ep The
Cathy Eckhart Story One murder begets a second murder while a treacherous journey awaits
the wagon train. An unknown scout and Kiowa indians threaten the pass. Now there may be a
renegade and murderer in their midst, a situation Adams must resolve before continuing. Ep
The Bleymier Story Heed the signs! Or so says Samuel Bleymier. When the rain won't stop, a
splintered group of the wagon train has to travel through a Sioux indian burial ground. That may
have consequences all its own but what of the signs? Craven feels he can't perform surgery any
longer. When he joins the wagon train and his services are desperately needed, he realizes he
may be wrong after Major Adams gives him a history lesson. Heading to the nearest town to buy
some, he finds a girl who's been shot. He brings her into town with him for medical attention,
but the local doctor there says he should have left her out on the range to die. Finding a wife
during a stopover is his top priority, but his choice is known to Major Adams, who does not
approve. Ep The River Crossing A green Army colonel wipes out a village of Comanche women
and children thinking he is getting revenge. The wagon train must chose between crossing a
swollen river or facing a Comanche chief who seeks justice. Ep The Roger Bigelow Story Roger
Bigelow turns to the ministry with his father's help when he realizes what he might become
without it. Bigelow gets the chance to help someone else on the wrong path, but Major Adams
is not sure the reverend is helping the right person. Ep The Jeremy Dow Story When the wagon
train passes through town, habitually drunk Jeremy Dow finds that his past has caught up with
him. His choices: continue running or face the demons from his past when he is confronted
with this wife and son on the train. Flint learns the itchy Strode is being hunted by bounty
hunter Earl Packer and Strode has changed. She meets the chief and his willingness to fight
another indian nation puts her right in the middle of each tribe's pride and customs. Hitching a
ride was all the captain thought he was involving the boys in, until he meets a man on the train
with a secret resentment. Ep The Weight of Command Bill and Major Adams plan on going
hunting with a friend, but when he is not home they suspect a renegade party of Cheyenne who
have broken the peace treatyâ€”and the wagon train may be their next target. Ep The Prairie
Story Here is the story of the women of the wagon train and the unforgiving prairie through
which they pass. Who will endure, and who will give up? Who will live, and who will die? Ep The
Path of the Serpent At a Rocky Mountains fort, a wounded soldier asks his old friend, Ruddy
Blaine, to bring his daughter to him before he dies. With the Ute indians on the warpath, Blaine
will have to take a dangerous route known only to him and the Shoshone. However, his plans
run afoul when he meets an old man and some kids whose parents were just massacred by
Mescaleros. They're running low on supplies, especially milk for the baby. Ep The Beth Pearson
Story The leaders of the wagon train are taken aback when they see a woman asking to join the
group who is the twin of Major Adams one and only loveâ€”who died in his arms. Ep The Jed
Polke Story When Flint brings a stranded woman and boy to the train, her husband, who went

off to find help, is also soon found. But his return to the train sets off tempers when four men
recognize him and their only thought is murder. Ep The Nancy Palmer Story A married couple
use the wife's innocent face and winning way with children to gain the trust of their companions
on the wagon train so that they won't be suspected when the husband pulls off a bank robbery
nearby. Ep The Mark Miner Story. However, he soon begins to believe that the preacher is in fact
a con artist using religion to swindle people out of their money. Denker Story The wagon train
takes in a terrified young boy who has just seen his father murdered by a bandit gang. While Bill
and Flint try to help him recover, embittered Civil War vet Ed Beaufort tells the boy that taking
vengeance is the best medicine. Soon a traveling musician, Dr. Denker, joins the wagon train
and he and Billy hit it off, but it becomes evident that Billy and the doctor had a prior
connection. Ep The Lonnie Fallon Story. Ep The George B. Ep Charlie Wooster - Outlaw. Ep
Alias Bill Hawks Bill Hawks travels to a desert town to visit an old friend, an indian who has a
ranch there. However, upon arriving on his friend's property, he discovers that it is under the
control of the local townspeople, who are drilling for water, and that his friend is nowhere to be
seen. The townspeople are unwilling to give him any information, and in fact display outright
hostility towards him, leading Hawks to suspect that his friend may be in danger or even dead.
Ep The Molly Kincaid Story When a defiant young brave and his mother turn up at a wagon train
stop, the town's female boss won't release needed provisions, keeping the caravan at a
standstill. Nothing about the situation is as it seems, including that the indian mother, who's
hiding a knife to murder the town's most prominent citizen. As the only woman at the fort,
Nancy Winters is drowning her fear about her husband's safety and her sorrow over the death
of her infant child in alcohol. Lathrop finds her attitude and behavior distracting to the discipline
of his soldiers. Hale accompanies the two brothers as they trace Ethan's proposed route, and is
accidentally wounded. The three men are caught in a blizzard, their horses lost. When Ethan
collapses, Gus, unable to carry both men, is faced with a terrible dilemma and must make a
difficult decision. Coop, who has some familiarity with the legend of the princess, manages to
get himself into her quarters. The princess Ling takes a liking to Coop, as he bears an uncanny
resemblance to her late husband, an Irish sea Captain. She makes him an offer, to take her
niece as his wife and inherit all of her riches. Coop has to figure out a way to free Duke, Charlie
and the other slaves even though he is coming to admire the princess. Clarke is a pompous and
arrogant man who looks down on his fellow wagon train members, and thinks that stories about
the West are simply exaggerations. His beliefs will be tested, as the train is taking a new road
through indian country, and the Comanche and Kiowa leaders are vowing to attack if Army
officers show up with Hale's group. Ep The Myra Marshall Story Coop accompanies Grace
Marshall on a visit her sister, Myra, who, traumatized by an upbringing by an abusive father, has
been living a life of addiction and infidelity, for which Grace wrongfully blames Myra's husband,
Vern. Sam takes a liking to the boy as he reminds him of himself when Reno first made him a
partner. But Reno doesn't trust Barnaby and thinks they should just kill him. When Coop finally
meets Sam face to face, he recognizes him as the leader of a gang that beat and robbed him in
Brooklyn a while earlier. Sam tells Coop he is coming west to change his ways, but doesn't tell
that two of his confederates have also joined the train. Ep The Eli Bancroft Story Eli Bancroft
became an outlaw and raised his three sons as such after a town's citizens banded together and
under threat forced his entire family to uproot. Now, they have robbed Coop, a young couple,
and a young widow and her daughter, taking their water, wagons and horses and forcing them
all to walk through the desert. He hires former acquaintance and waster Miles Brisbane to
pretend to be Kitty's husband so she can go along and Harp will not be discovered as a
bigamist. When Harp tells Kitty he cannot leave wealthy Martha, Kitty gives Harp and ultimatum,
which he mocks, prompting her to shoot him to death and flees the wagon train. Ep The Sandra
Cummings Story Years after using her considerable charms to escape from a Confederate
prison camp, singer Sandra Cummings joins the wagon train, along with her musical troupe and
her daughter, Paula. From the time he first sees Sandra, Coop begins acting strangely, starting
a relationship with Paula despite Sandra's excessive objections to her daughter seeing any
men. Coop's behavior even starts to alienate Duke and others on the wagon train. The reasons
for the attitudes of both Coop and Sandra are brought to light later. Ep The Bleecker Story The
Bleecker gang, disguised as farmers with several wagons, seek to join Hale's wagon train. They
have a wagon of weapons and plan to hijack the train and use it and the weapons to rob a
nearby fort of gold. Cain's wife vows to make sure Coop lives so he can suffer. It all started
when Coop, while scouting in the desert, found Cain, dehydrated, delirious and near death.
While recuperating Cain offers to sell shares in the goldmine he's discovered to all others on
the wagon train. But after he recovers, he takes back his offer, and Coop, angry for all the
disappointed people, goes after him. Ep The Cassie Vance Story Cassie Vance is accused of
theft when money and items belonging to a woman on the train who she nursed turn up

missing, and especially after another woman recognizes Cassie as having served time in prison
for theft when young. This causes her husband to shun her as well. Ep The Fenton Canaby
Story Canaby, who is unjustly reputed to have led a wagon train to disaster in the desert,
becomes unexpectedly part of Hale's train as Hale has some of the same problems Canaby had
on his train. Ep The Michael Malone Story Young Julie Holland is falling for Michael Malone, a
young man haunted by the death of a woman from his past, which he feels guilty about.
Meanwhile, the marriage of another young couple, Ben and Beth Mitchell, is strained because of
Beth's increasing bitterness toward her husband and her own feeling of unworthiness.
However, his brother has been released from prison and comes to town with a fellow inmate
and a reporter to get paid for the Jed Whitmore story. Ep The Geneva Balfour Story Hale's train
must take a dangerous desert route to circumvent more extreme hostilities. And danger grows
when spoiled Geneva Balfour starts a fire destroying supplies in order to get her husband to
return east. Ep The Kate Crawley Story When Hale begins to romance tough, independent
freight line operator Kate Crawley, the others begin to fear she will wind up dominating the
wagon train, and try to encourage her adoring assistant to better himself so that she'll notice
him instead. Ep The Grover Allen Story After setting a bomb that killed his tyrannical boss,
Grover Allen joins the wagon train and heads west with his widowed daughter, Della, and
grandson, Jeff. But a detective searching for Allen also joins the train, and he finds his job
complicated when he falls for Della. Ep The Andrew Elliott Story Duke Shannon, arrested by the
Cavalry, is charged with criminal negligence as leader of an expedition into the badlands, from
which he alone has returned. Ep The Melanie Craig Story Everyone wants to help pretty Melanie
Craig after her husband is killed in an accident, and several men fight over who will be the one
to court and marry her, including Rudd Basham, a father of three boys with all the wrong ideas
about how women should be. Ep The Pearlie Garnet Story Beautiful but shrewd Pearlie Garnet
was forced to leave the wagon train after she was found to be a liar, manipulator and thief who
stole from everyone on the train. Now Bill and Duke have come across her again, as the owner
of the biggest saloon in a small town. When the wagon train rolls through it is joined by a good
percentage of the town's populationâ€”and the strangler. However, McIvor does not tell them at
first that he is an Army lieutenant investigating thefts of military property. Several people riding
with the train have purchased items previously stolen from the Army, and after revealing his
identity McIvor confiscates the items, much to Bill's displeasure as the people are not
compensated. Diel now plots on the train as Engel's employee to usurp Engel's business by
making himself appear a cuckold to Engel among other wiles. Ep The Whipping With Hale gone
for supplies, Bill Hawks is in charge of the wagon train, and he threatens to punish Barnaby
with a whipping after the boy's pranks get out of line. Feeling humiliated and angry, Barnaby
runs away and breaks his legâ€”twice, the second time very seriously. Bill feels responsible and
turns to drinking, which endangers the train. At the same time, a cynical drunk begins to change
in the opposite direction and starts taking more responsibility. Ep The Stark Bluff Story Duke
learns that a friend died, and that the man's widow is now working for a ruthless saloon owner.
Ep Last Circle Up Celebration and sadness, love and hate, birth and deathâ€”all intermingle as
the wagon train nears the end. Katy Piper and her daughters to join up with the Chris Hale
wagon train. Barnaby shoots and kills a masked bandit who hijacks the Piper wagon. The bandit
turns out to be a teenage boy, and though Barnaby is cleared of any wrongdoing, a sense of
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Baxter as Nancy Davis. Toddy as Billy Mumy. Johnny as Rusty Stevens. Red Cloud as Steve
Ritch. Billy as Tommy Nolan. We've highlighted the actors starring in multiple movies and
shows nominated for Golden Globes in Watch the video. See the full gallery. Chris Hale is
putting together a new one hundred wagon train with approximately people under contract to
the Western Trails Company to travel over the Rockies to California. Paul and Jenny Phillips are
a young couple who have saved enough money to make the trip when as they join the train find
themselves robbed of all their money. Seeing no harm they accept the offer but it comes apart
when Coop reports back that early snow has made the stop at Denver impossible. Instead Chris
decides they are heading for Cheyenne. This forces her to reveal her real name, Nancy Styles, to
Chris hoping to force him to bend to her will. Chris refuses her request so she tries to seduce
Paul Phillips which he rejects and Jenny ejects her from their wagon. She is forced to live with
the crew but refuses to work to earn her way. Written by Anonymous. Young Michael Burns
takes center stage in this Wagon Train episode where Deborah Walley guest stars as a willful
young woman determined to have her way. Traveling incognito as Ryan O'Neal's sister on the
wagon with his wife Marilyn Wayne, Walley is the daughter of the man who owns the company
that John McIntire and the rest work for. She's one spoiled brat of a child who is running away
from home to marry a man in Denver. Not good enough for Walley who tries to seduce O'Neal
into running away with her to Denver on horseback. When that fails she sets her sights on
Michael Burns who is now thinking with his hormones over the first woman who gave him a
look of love. Both of them learn a couple of life lessons before the episode is over. Sign In. Get
a sneak peek of the new version of this page. Keep track of everything you watch; tell your
friends. Full Cast and Crew. Release Dates. Official Sites. Company Credits. Technical Specs.
Plot Summary. Plot Keywords. Parents Guide. External Sites. User Reviews. User Ratings.
External Reviews. Metacritic Reviews. Photo Gallery. Trailers and Videos. Crazy Credits.
Alternate Versions. Wagon Train â€” Rate This. Season 8 Episode 9. All Episodes Spoiled Nancy
Styles, claiming to be the daughter of the owner of the company that owns the wagon train, is
determined to get to Denver by forcing her way onto it and then Hale makes it clear he plans to
bypass the city due to early snow. Director: Joseph Pevney. Writer: Norman Jolley. Added to
Watchlist. Classic Pre TV Viewed. Related Items. Use the HTML below. You must be a registered
user to use the IMDb rating plugin. Photos Add Image Add an image Do you have any images
for this title? Edit Cast Episode cast overview: Robert Fuller Cooper Smith John McIntire
Christopher Hale Frank McGrath Charlie Wooster Terry Wilson Bill Hawks Michael Burns
Barnaby West Deborah Walley Nancy Styles Ryan O'Neal Paul Phillips Marilyn Wayne Jenny
Phillips James Griffith Phineas Rex Holman Homer Francis De Sales Banker Olan Soule Edit
Storyline Chris Hale is putting together a new one hundred wagon train with approximately
people under contract to the Western Trails Company to travel over the Rockies to California.
Genres: Western. Certificate: TV-PG. Edit Did You Know? Quotes Christopher Hale : You can
sleep in the supply wagon there and you can take your meals with us. Nancy Styles : You'll pay
for this stupidity. Christopher Hale : Oh, yes. And, ah, speaking of paying, with no money, you'll
be expected to do your share of the workload in exchange for your passage. Christopher Hale :
It was a rule that Frank Styles made himself. Christopher Hale : We'll see. Was this review
helpful to you? Yes No Report this. Add the first question. Language: English. Runtime: 60 min.

Sound Mix: Mono. Color: Black and White. Edit page. Clear your history. Cooper Smith.
Christopher Hale. Charlie Wooster. Barnaby West. Nancy Styles. Paul Phillips. Jenny Phillips.
Telegraph Operator. We've highlighted the actors starring in multiple movies and shows
nominated for Golden Globes in Watch the video. Check out our gallery of the Golden Globe
nominees in the leading and supporting acting categories, as the characters they so brilliantly
played and in real life. See the full gallery. Due to rainstorms blocking their normal route, Flint is
scouting for a new route. He finds one but is confronted by three hands who tell him the owner
will not allow passage and to leave. Flint turns the table on them taking their weapons and
forcing them to take him to the owner Felizia Kingdon - an elderly woman. She states she
controls , acres ruling it with an iron fist learned from her seafaring father. When Flint proves
his mettle against her best hands, Felizia decides to hold him to marry her granddaughter and
take over the ranch. The foreman and granddaughter with the aid of the maid help Flint escape
with Felizia as a hostage. A slip made by Felizia tells Flint she is having the foreman Alex
murdered to make room for Flint. Taking Felizia with him, Flint tries to save Alex. Fate
intervenes to help Flint and causes reality to settle in with Felizia. At the end she reveals to Flint
the truth about what the ranch cost her. Written by Anonymous. Then I recognized the voice and
I knew I was right. The plot is immaterial here, but involves a domineering octogenarian ranch
owner who refuses to let the wagon train cross her property. Flint who is the wagon train star in
this episode, holds firm after Anderson's many attempts, including offering him the ranch when
she dies, to thwart him. The bottom line is that Anderson is worth watching reading a phone
book. Sign In. Get a sneak peek of the new version of this page. Keep track of everything you
watch; tell your friends. Full Cast and Crew. Release Dates. Official Sites. Company Credits.
Technical Specs. Plot Summary. Plot Keywords. Parents Guide. External Sites. User Reviews.
User Ratings. External Reviews. Metacritic Reviews. Photo Gallery. Trailers and Videos. Crazy
Credits. Alternate Versions. Wagon Train â€” Rate This. Season 3 Episode 8. All Episodes
Tough as nails Felizia Kingdom controls an enormous amount of land by force, and no one is
good enough to inherit the responsibility. When Flint handles her henchmen with ease, she
decides he's the man for the job. Director: Joseph Pevney. Writers: Sloan Nibley , Leonard
Praskins. Added to Watchlist. Favorite Wagon Train episodes. Classic Pre TV Viewed. Love Not
Hate. Related Items. Use the HTML below. You must be a registered user to use the IMDb rating
plugin. Edit Cast Episode cast overview: Ward Bond Major Seth Adams Robert Horton Flint
McCullough Judith Anderson Felizia Kingdom Frank McGrath Charlie Wooster Terry Wilson Bill
Hawks John Hudson Alex Stoddard Jean Allison Angela Kingdom Richard Devon Frenchy
Madeleine Taylor Holmes Maria as Madeleine Holmes Larry Perron Snare Andy Albin Buzzy
Lane Bradford Ed Joe Dominguez Edit Storyline Due to rainstorms blocking their normal route,
Flint is scouting for a new route. Genres: Western. Certificate: TV-PG. Edit Did You Know?
Goofs When Stoddard who's been shot in the shoulder falls off the windmill, it's a dummy
falling probably the very same one that fell in a "Jungle Jim" film. It goes slack in a way that
even a corpse wouldn't. You do get upset over a little matter of killing. Was this review helpful
to you? Yes No Report this. Add the first question. Language: English. Runtime: 60 min. Edit
page. Clear your history. Major Seth Adams. Flint McCullough. Felizia Kingdom. Charlie
Wooster. Alex Stoddard. Angela Kingdom. Maria as Madeleine Holmes. Manuel Sandoval. We've
highlighted the actors starring in multiple movies and shows nominated for Golden Globes in
Watch the video. Visit our Black History Month section. Bill Hawks is leading four wagons
through to California when they are stopped by Tiburcio Mendez and his band of renegades,
who demand they turn back. Mendez and his group claim that California is their land and that it
was stolen by the later settlers. A judge traveling with Hawks' group believes that Mendez has a
legitimate grievance which could be addressed by the legislature in Sacramento, and against
Hawks' warning goes in to Mendez' camp to talk with him. When Hawks follows, both he and the
judge are taken prisoner. Written by anonymous. Bill Hawks is leading a section of wagons to a
destination in southern California, but they have to pass through an area controlled by
Nehemiah Persoff who used to ride with the legendary Joaquin Murietta. As history tells us
Murietta was a Robin Hood type hero who fought in vain to keep the immigrant pioneers who
spilled into California looking for gold, etc. But Persoff's band is now 20 years in the desert and
he's weary. He also wants a better life for daughter Lisa Gaye. However he's got a hotheaded
subordinate played by Leonard Nimoy who wants to continue. Looking over Nimoy's career it's
fascinating the number of hotheaded types he played before being the unflappable Mr. Persoff
strikes the right balance of fierce lion of the desert and a weary man who just wants to live his
last years out in peace and some comfort. Persoff in the end makes a sacrifice for his followers
that both Terry Wilson and traveling judge Russell Collins give for a valiant man. Sign In. Get a
sneak peek of the new version of this page. Keep track of everything you watch; tell your
friends. Full Cast and Crew. Release Dates. Official Sites. Company Credits. Technical Specs.

Plot Summary. Plot Keywords. Parents Guide. External Sites. User Reviews. User Ratings.
External Reviews. Metacritic Reviews. Photo Gallery. Trailers and Videos. Crazy Credits.
Alternate Versions. Wagon Train â€” Rate This. Season 4 Episode All Episodes Mendez and his
group claim that Director: David Lowell Rich. Writer: Gene L. Added to Watchlist. Celebrate
Black History Month. Love Not Hate. Related Items. Use the HTML below. You must be a
registered user to use the IMDb rating plugin. Photos Add Image Add an image Do you have any
images for this title? Christopher Hale credit only Robert Horton Flint McCullough credit only
Nehemiah Persoff Tiburcio Mendez Lisa Gaye Alma Mendez Russell Collins Judge Josiah Black
Terry Wilson Bill Hawks Leonard Nimoy Joaquin Delgado David Garcia Providencio Gomez
Lane Bradford Cross Orville Sherman Smathers Neyle Morrow Enrique Colette Jackson Edit
Storyline Bill Hawks is leading four wagons through to California when they are stopped by
Tiburcio Mendez and his band of renegades, who demand they turn back. Genres: Western. Was
this review helpful to you? Yes No Report this. Add the first question. Language: English.
Runtime: 60 min. Sound Mix: Mono. Edit page. Clear your history. Christopher Hale credit only.
Flint McCullough credit only. Tiburcio Mendez. Judge Josiah Black. Joaquin Delgado.
Providencio Gomez. Young Mother. We've highlighted the actors starring in multiple movies
and shows nominated for Golden Globes in Watch the video. See the full gallery. When gunfire
is heard, Hale circles the wagons and sends Bill and Duke to determine the cause. They see
Comancheros leaving the site of the wreckage of another small wagon train that was attacked.
The only person they find alive is a young Comanchero who warns Hale that his group is
planning to attack Hale's wagon train as well, and tells them how and when. He says the
Comancheros are split into two groups with one group three days away. Though Hale is inclined
to believe the young man, Hawks is skeptical, believing his story may be a trap. Many of the
train's passengers believe this as well, and are angry when Hale recruits some of the men to
come with him to wipe out the local Comancheros. When some of the men are killed, anger
turns particularly against Hale and the young Comanchero, and a mutiny develops. Written by
rbecker How they packed this much of a story into a one hour episode is beyond me, incredible
pacing , content, acting chops. Yes, some wagon train episodes are poor, but do not judge the
book by its cover. This episode in particular is a must see, especially if you know the characters
well. The divide between Hawks, Hale, and the rest is huge. There are the vocal few who squawk
"selfishly", and there are the others who "serve their country. Sign In. Get a sneak peek of the
new version of this page. Keep track of everything you watch; tell your friends. Full Cast and
Crew. Release Dates. Official Sites. Company Credits. Technical Specs. Plot Summary. Plot
Keywords. Parents Guide. External Sites. User Reviews. User Ratings. External Reviews.
Metacritic Reviews. Photo Gallery. Trailers and Videos. Crazy Credits. Alternate Versions.
Wagon Train â€” Rate This. Season 6 Episode 1. All Episodes When Comancheros wipe out a
small wagon train ahead of them, Chris sends Bill and Duke to check it out. They find a young
wounded Comanchero who tells them they are
national box rail
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to be attacked. Chris' actions cause a mutiny. Director: Virgil W. Writer: Norman Jolley. Added
to Watchlist. Favorite Wagon Train episodes. Classic Pre TV Viewed. Love Not Hate. Related
Items. Use the HTML below. You must be a registered user to use the IMDb rating plugin.
Christopher Hale Frank McGrath Charlie Wooster Terry Wilson Bill Hawks Denny Miller Duke
Shannon Jane Wyman Hannah Barber Dan Duryea Amos Regis Toomey Hunter Peter Helm
Leland Barber Dickie Jones Major Groff Jose De Vega Edit Storyline When gunfire is heard, Hale
circles the wagons and sends Bill and Duke to determine the cause. Genres: Western.
Certificate: TV-PG. Edit Did You Know? Trivia This was the first episode of this series to be
broadcast on ABC. Was this review helpful to you? Yes No Report this. Add the first question.
Language: English. Sound Mix: Mono. Edit page. Clear your history. Christopher Hale. Charlie
Wooster. Duke Shannon. Hannah Barber. Leland Barber. John Hunter as Dick Jones. Renaldo
Ortega.

